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Movie themes quiz with answers

It's undeniable that Americans are obsessed with movies, and thanks to Netflix and Prime Video, they're more dodram than ever. (Who no longer need DVDs?) So how well do you know the most famous movie quotes of all time? Put your knowledge to the test by answering the following
questions, then aggregate your scores at the end to see how well you did! This content is imported from {include name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. Amazon Answer: Gone with WindCablanca may have some pretty
famous quotes on their list, but this one is from Gone With the Wind - and it was named the best movie line of all time #1 by AFI. In the film, Rhett Butler's romance with Scarlett O'Hara is finished with this classic line. Gone with the Wind Watch This content is imported from {included name}.
You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. Amazon Answer: Harry Can Sally when men and women really just become friends? That's the basis of the film from which this quote came from. In this scene, Sally attempts to convince
Harry that women are fake one side in the middle of Delhi. Another customer sees her and says to the waitress that she's going to have what she has. When Harry meets Sally, this content is from {embed name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more
information on that website. IMDB/AMAZON ANSWER: Forrest Gump spoke for him, but he reminds me of a quote his mom told him when he was a child. Watch FORREST GUMP This content is imported from {included name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can
find more information on that website. IMDB Answer: These quotes for Dirty Dancing come from something other than dirty dancing - you know, that iconic dance scene and one. If you haven't had the time of your life yet, just throw in a few music and find a partner to do the famous dirty
dance lift. View The Dance This content is imported from {Include Name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. IMDB Answer: A few good menIt is one of the most memorable lines from a few good men, if you ask us. Watch
some good men pull this content from {included name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. IMDB Answer: How many times do you say this while shooting your photos as sunset?! It's a phrase people were born to know
basically, and it comes from the 1950s movie Sunset Boulevard, a drama about a silent movie star who hires a screenwriter to help her break back into business. * Cue violence and danger *Watch Sunset Boulevard pull from this content You can find the same content in different formats, or
you can find more information on that website. IMDB Answer: Taxi driver Yep, that's the infamous tough man line from Travis Bickle's (played by Robert De Niro) movie Taxi Driver. You've certainly heard it before, whether you know what or not. The film is about a war veteran with insomnia
who starts taxi warfare - and he decides he wants to save the world. Watch taxi drivers get this content from {included name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. IMDB Answer: Cool Hand Luke If you like prison drama, you
definitely know this line from Cool Hand Luke - a movie about a prisoner who keeps trying to escape doesn't comply with the rules. Watch Cool Hand Rook this content is imported from {included name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on
that website. IMDB/AMAZON ANSWER: TerminatorIt's just three small words, but definitely the most iconic line of the whole movie about Cyborg (aka Arnold Schwarzenegger) traveling back in time to kill someone. View This content is imported from {include name}. You can find the same
content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. IMDB Answer: Jerry Maguire is not happy with his agent, so he dances and repeats, show me the money! Call again and again to get the agent to work on it. It is arguably the best scene of the entire film, and
even helped Cuba Gooding Jr. win an Oscar. Watch Jerry Maguire pull this content from {included name}. You can find the same content in different formats, or you can find more information on that website. IMDB answer: Liam Neeson's character in the shoot is obviously intimidating, but
how should someone else row East Sea daughter is kidnapped? His enemies answer good luck. Watch This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page so that you can provide an email address. Content similar to more information about this
contentpiano.io ⚠️ that JavaScript is not enabled in OUPSIt. Il semblerait que JavaScript ne soit pas activé. This movie quiz category contains questions and answers about the West. Answer questions about directors, actors, actresses, films and manuscripts. Welcome quizmasters from all
over the world to enjoy a selection of challenging Breyss and pub quizzes. For ultimate fun, why not start with our movie quiz questions and answers. Printable and prepared for pub quiz nights, our questions are based on a full range of famous films, from old classic movies to the latest
blockbusters, and offer separate printable answers for your convenience. Movie Quiz Q&amp;A our team Best movie quiz questions and answers about movie titles, famous movie quotes, lines, actors, songs from movies, Disney movies, characters and Christmas movies. Our movie
questions and answers are easy and difficult to fit into a family quiz. We write free online quiz games for adults, teens and kids to enjoy. Our movie quiz questions are regularly updated by teams from Challenge Brain, to help quizmasters prepare for fun family or pub quiz nights. Check out
our fun movie quiz that includes a variety of movie quiz questions and answers for family and friends to enjoy. Our rounds include Christmas movie quiz quizzes, Disney quizzes as well as our latest movie quizzes; All our quizzes have printed questions and answers for pub quiz nights. We
welcome pubs and bars around the world to use our printable movie questions and answers on a night of fun quizzes. Our movie quiz features movies from old and classics to the latest Hollywood blockbusters. Our movie quiz includes answers and funny questions about movie titles,
famous quotes, songs, actors, actresses, movie plots and characters. Printable movie quiz questions and answers to the best pub quizzes, look no further than brain challenges; Pub and family quiz, free online quiz website. We offer the best movie quiz questions and answers about famous
movies and Hollywood actors, as well as pubs and bars. We create funny questions based on movie quotes, titles, movie plots, famous songs from movies, Disney characters, classic movies and Christmas movies. ReadyMade, print movie quiz bar and pub fun movie quiz questions and
movie pub questions with movie quiz questions and answers free hard and easy quiz questions for free hard and easy quiz questions online pub movie questions, games, Q and round multiple selections and truth or false question rounds Christmas, Easter, Halloween and New Year
quizzes do not need to be downloaded for free to print famous movie quotes, movie titles, actors and actresses next video is freely available via YouTube. All you have to do is play the audio through the sound system. The clip includes 15 short introductions of movie theme music (of
course, you can use less if you want to do so) and an internet link to the video: thanks a lot to Chris for making this a very useful resource. 1. Jurashi Park 2. The Lion King 3. Mission Impossible (III) 4. Pirates of the Caribbean 5. Schindler's List 6. Superman 7. The Godfather 8. Titanic 9.
Toy Story 10. Mon-E 11. Shrek 12. Castaway 13. Lord of the Rings 14. 15 after 28 days (or more recently, kick-ass). This superiority random movie or clip quiz compares your scores with your friends on any spoke quiz. To create a playlist in Spokele, you'll need to verify the email address
you used during registration. Go to the spoke settings to complete the process. Copyright © 2007-2020 Spokes, Inc. Sporcle.com mobile site → →
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